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A street-corner panhandling scam — supposedly to raise money for an infant's funeral — bilked Fontana
motorists of up to $1,400 a day and has tentacles as far away as Arizona, say Fontana police.

"It was going on for between six months and a year," Sgt. Billy Green said of the phony fundraising that
triggered the arrest of the supposedly destitute mother and three suspected accomplices. "They would get
anywhere from $700 to $1,400 a day."

The swindle centered around a handheld sign featuring the infant's picture that a young woman displayed to
motorists at the busy intersection of Valley Boulevard and Citrus Avenue, just north of Interstate 10 and a mile
west of Kaiser Permanente Fontana Medical Center.

Police showed up there about 8:30 a.m. Monday after a caller told them that he'd seen the woman in the area
before and thought that the long-running appeal was unusual.

Pseudo-mom acknowledged that it was a scam, Green said in a written statement.

"Additionally, she admitted to having no idea who was the child ... depicted on the sign," according to the
statement. "Investigators (determined) the woman was part of a larger scam with previous solicitations in ..
Indio, Modesto, San Diego and the state of Arizona."

Arrested were the woman holding the sign — 21-year-old Heather Nichols of Beaumont — along with 23-year-old
Catherine Cecil Mendez also of Beaumont, 20-year-old Chasity Marie Doll of Cherry Valley, and 26-year-old
Jamari Eugene Carter of Highland, according to police and jail records.

Doll and Mendez were booked for investigation of conspiracy and fraud, and Carter was held on suspicion of
grand theft and violating probation, according to jail records. There is no on-line booking record for Nichols.
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